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MINUTES OF THE 
ADVISORY DESIGN PANEL MEETING 

HELD WEDNESDAY AUGUST 30, 2017 AT 12:00 P.M. 
 
 
 
1. THE PANEL CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER AT 12:10 P.M.   
 

Panel Members Present: Elizabeth Balderston; Sorin Birliga; Patty 
Graham; Jesse Garlick; Deborah LeFrank; Jason 
Niles 

  
Panel Members Absent: Carl-Jan Rupp; Justin Gammon; Paul Hammond 

 
Staff Present:      Miko Betanzo - Senior Planner, Urban Design 
 Marc Cittone – Senior Planner 

Katie Lauriston - Secretary, Advisory Design Panel 
 
 
2. MINUTES 

 
Minutes from the Meeting held May 31, 2017 
 
Action:  

 
It was moved by Patricia Graham, seconded by Jesse Garlick, that the Minutes of 
the Meeting of Advisory Design Panel held May 31, 2017 be adopted as presented. 
 
       CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Minutes from the Meeting held July 26, 2017 
 
Action:  

 
It was moved by Deborah LeFrank, seconded by Elizabeth Balderston, that the 
Minutes of the Meeting of Advisory Design Panel held July 26, 2017 be adopted as 
amended. 
 
       CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

 
 
3.  APPLICATIONS 
 
3.1 Gonzales Neighbourhood Plan and Proposed Development Permit 
Guidelines for Townhouses and Rowhouses 
   
Staff are seeking input regarding the draft Gonzales Neighbourhood Plan and the draft 
Design Guidelines for Intensive Residential Development – Townhouse and Rowhouse. 
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Mr. Cittone provided the Panel with a brief introduction of the Neighbourhood Plan, the 
Proposed Development Permit Guidelines and the areas that Council is seeking advice 
on, including the following: 

 refining the Official Community Plan (OCP) to: 
o allow small apartment buildings up to three storeys along Fairfield 

Road between St. Charles Place and Foul Bay Road  
o designate a small urban village at Fairfield Road, Wildwood Avenue 

and Lillian Road 
 
Questions of clarification were asked by the Panel on the following: 

 how has sustainability been addressed for new construction? 
o introducing additional content regarding urban forests 
o looking at the location and permeability of pavement on lots 
o the City is considering tools to ensure sustainability practices such 

as city-wide development permit guidelines 

 has the ability to reconcile sustainability features with existing materials and 
neighbourhood character been considered? 

o page 5 of the draft Guidelines speak to durability and compatibility 
of natural materials 

 retaining the tree canopy is prioritized for the Queen Anne Heights area; 
why is this not a priority elsewhere? 

o the Queen Anne Heights area recognized as an area that has a 
natural Gary Oak meadow 

o we are looking to enhance the content of the Plan and Guidelines 
regarding urban forests and street trees 

o all other areas except townhouses in two rows retain the required 
minimum 30% of the lot for the backyard contained in R1-G zoning 

 what is the means for encouraging property owners to register covenants, 
and might this be a way to encourage the preservation of trees? 

o the City’s means for encouraging registration or preservation is 
through rezoning 

o in the creation of the Parks and Open Spaces Master Plan, city-wide 
weaknesses to the tree preservation bylaw were identified; there are 
instances where tree preservation is not possible (e.g. where zoning 
conveys a certain density) 

o this plan prioritizes conservation in the Gonzales Hill and Queen 
Anne Heights / lower Foul Bay Road area 

 why was the 15m minimum lot width for rowhouses exceeded? 
o this was to help accommodate good design and landscape where 

there is front access to parking 

 why does figure 2 on page 45 show such a deep rear yard, and in this case 
wouldn’t this lot default to the double-row typology? 

o there are some deep lots south of Fairfield, although they tend to be 
skinny 

o this figure is indicative of fairly rare depth – this could be changed to 
illustrate a more typical depth 
 

 does two suites mean three total dwelling units? 
o yes 

 are there guidelines regarding liveability of suites? 
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o not beyond the current guidelines for secondary suites and building 
code requirements 

 why specify fee-simple rowhouses rather than stratified rowhouses, which 
are more common? 

o to open the possibility of fee-simple rowhouses 
o this was done based on external feedback to speak more to single-

row rather than more than one row 
o fee-simple vs. strata is not an issue 

 might the language of townhouse and rowhouse typologies exclude cluster-
type houses (not in a row)? 

o lot sizes can be challenging for ‘cottage clusters’ 
o ‘detached townhouses’ are referenced in the Burnside Plan; we 

could reference the same for Gonzales 

 are there any specific strategies specific to the south of Fairfield, where the 
lots are smaller? 

o all policies would apply except the potential for the ‘more than one 
row’ typology 

 are there relaxations available to the two-storey height limit in order to get 
more light into suites? 

o we have deferred to zoning regulations for height, and the 
Guidelines do not speak directly to light in suites 

o if a building does not have a habitable basement, it can be two full 
storeys; if it does have a habitable basement, then the height will be 
1.5 storeys above the suite 

 why is the maximum height defined in stories and not meters? 
o we are deferring discussions of height in meters to the creation of 

zoning 

 considering the need for higher density, why limit height to two storeys? 
o deference to the Gonzales R1-G zoning 
o very little development in the neighbourhood taller than two storeys 

 what will restrict the height along Fairfield, and how will this work with 
egress access? 

o Fairfield was set to three stories, consistent with the OCP vision for  
Traditional Residential along arterial roads (Fairfield is a collector) 

 is there content regarding accessibility and the ability to age in place? 
o we defer to the building code’s specifications for adaptable housing 
o although the recommended building form suggests an elevated 

entry for privacy, we recognize that the change in grade would be a 
challenge to accessibility 

 does image 9 on page 47 show parking in the back? 
o yes; this shows a detached garage in the back yard 
o this was meant to illustrate what would be required with existing 

parking requirements; likely parking variances will be required for 
the number of suites 

 are there many back lanes in Victoria to accommodate parking? 
o there are very few; this doesn’t represent the situation for most of 

Gonzales 
o we are developing illustrations on how parking in common spaces 

can be arranged 

 was connecting commercial nodes along the AAA route considered? 
o neighbourhood plans defer to the city-wide network plans 
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The Panel proposed the following recommendations: 

 consider adding a diversity of front setbacks in illustrations to show diversity in the 
neighbourhood, especially for deep lots 

 clarify Plan goals to reconcile existing character and encourage land use and 
sustainability features 

 consider limiting the size of homes and maintaining the ability to grow food while 
increasing density 

 continue encouraging parking off corner lots and laneway sites where they exist 

 refine prescriptive wording regarding separation between buildings 

 refine wording around accessibility features 

 consider requirements specifically for large trees to preserve and encourage a tree 
canopy 

 review and strengthen wording around tree & boulevard preservation 

 strengthen wording regarding mandatory stormwater management (e.g. ‘no net 
change to existing runoff’) 

 lead by example in municipal stormwater management strategies 

 continue to reflect community input through less car-oriented guidelines  

 reconsider the word ‘traditional’ in ‘traditional residential,’ as it may discourage 
modern homes or new ideas 

 reinforce the need for urban forests and the protection of the tree canopy 

 consider implementing an incentive program to preserve trees 

 add illustrations for climate change content to show the tree canopy and 
stormwater management 

 consider expressing preference for side yard parking while reducing impact to 
neighbours 

 consider linking active transportation networks with commercial routes 

 consider mandating green roofs where flat roofs are proposed 

 clarify where policy is city-wide and where it is neighbourhood-wide 

 encourage underground (half-level) parking to increase landscaping 

 consider increasing height limitations by varying massing to mitigate shadowing 
issues 

 emphasize the desire for flexibility over prescription in diagrams, while increasing 
specificity and measurability of policy goals 

 
The Panel endorses the direction of the Gonzales Neighbourhood Plan and Proposed 
Development Permit Guidelines for Townhouses and Rowhouses with the above-noted 
recommendations. 

 
4.       ADJOURNMENT 
 
The Advisory Design Panel meeting of August 30, 2017 adjourned at 1:40 pm. 
 
 
      
Jesse Garlick, Chair 
 


